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Post: Telos Haunts Billboards

The end of the billboard
Telos appears along the side of the highway – a prophet never much for flowing
robes. In his apparition – moving thru as in an apparent mode of succession,
where all stutters are experienced as thru a vision of their end – Telos sees the end
of the billboard.
The end of the billboard is to become a room, occurring alongside the road – to
shift from a mode of succession where the occurrence of each billboard is
simultaneous with the reoccurrence of each billboard and to a mode of succession
where each billboard will be its own inhabitable stutter.
In each occurring room, a voice – the voice pinging as to create a room. As the
billboard is visited, revisited, the voice is revisited, and the voice is no longer
merely visited as an echo visits, but revisited as a recorded echo. This is to say,
each billboard will be its own sounding.
When an occurring room becomes a reoccurring room, when each room is
distinguishable – able to be revisited – then it can be said, “The currency matches
up.”
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Each billboard with its own currency – each with its valu – each inducing its
mode of succession.
Between the space of the sounding and the echoing – the sounding where each
billboard is its own room, occurring, and the echoing where a billboard’s
recurrence is confused with the occurrence of another billboard – where
currencies are confused – a presence, a haunting commences. Telos goes into
commerce.

There is a text left behind, left as a product of the haunt – the only physical
product of the haunt. The text sounds in its resting as it is arrested in the snow.
As with all scattered papers, its end is to scatter, as the other end tatters from
itself.
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